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Fashion Chicago Magazine features the Summer 2010 Collection of Alex Vidal

Fashion Chicago Magazine reviewed the Spring Summer 2010 collection of Alex Vidal during their recent
trip to Valencia Fashion Week 2009. The event was held in Valencia Spain.

Dec. 8, 2009 - PRLog -- Alex Vidal jr. is the brightest star that shown  in this season’s Spring 2010
Valencia’s Fashion week. The first dress that caused a loud buzz was the gray skorts. The outfit has wide
white collars. Pair this outfit with matching dress sandals. You are ready for a night on the town with your
favorite friend. You can also wear  this piece casually by wearing regular sandals.

The second brilliant piece from this collection was grey business suit. But, this is not your 
typical outfit. The sleeves are longer and uncuffed. This outfit is worn with a black silk 
top with pink polka dots. The only accessory needed is a pair of silver stilettos. 

The next dress is a black pinstripe piece that very sexy and form fitting. It can be worn to work and for
cocktails after five. Vidal juxtaposed black silk top with pinstripes with wide sleeves and pockets. His
collection is designed for the modern woman 
on the go!

"Asphalt melted under  the tracks of a high-heeled shoe... heat... long nocturnal evenings.. 
the summer in the city."  

The greatest outfit was a stunning asymmetrical white Polka dot evening 
gown. It sexy and elegant is showing a slit on the left side.  It’s very tres chic. Alex 
Vidal jr. is a young fashion designer  who is on the rise.  He is going to be bigger 
than Tom Ford. Vidal knows how to match the perfect hue with the female silhouette. 
This really sets him apart from other fashion designers. 

Fashion Chicago Magazine. Copyrights All contents copyright © 2010 Fashion Chicago Magazine. All
rights reserved. No portion of this service may be reproduced in any form, or by any means, without prior
written permission from Fashion Chicago Magazine.

# # #

Fashion Chicago is a FREE online interactive magazine that’s geared toward professional modern women,
with a focus on beauty, accessories, celebrity trends, and style. Each issue is packed with beauty and
hairstyling tips, the latest fashion trends.
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